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Beginners
► Who?

►Those that like exercise

►Those that require exercise emotionally

►Those that don’t

► Influence of intention/emotions on physiology?

►Molecules of Emotion by Candace Pert PhD

► “Ex is pleasurable = Dopamine response… vs. 
not” - Beverly White, PhD, RD, LD

►This is partially up to us!!!

► Distinguish between:

► the exercise enthusiast and the exercise addicts

► vs. real people!



The big problem in society today?

► There are too many 13-30 yo athletes that 

are too slow or too weak?

► There are too many real people from 6-60 

that are too obese, osteoporotic, 

atherosclerotic, etc.?

►What’s your target demographic? 

►Do you prefer to work with you?

►Do you want to really help people?



If the goal is to get the other 
90% exercising, maybe we 

had better stop thinking like 

us (people who LIKE to 
exercise) and start thinking 

like those who don’t! 



Is it that they don’t like it…

►…or maybe it’s that they simply don’t like 

exercise the way we have traditionally 
dispensed it

► It’s all about the Exercise Experience! 

► It’s got to feel different and be communicated 

differently.



We rarely offer any more 
than our own vision of exercise, 
and our vision is typically limited 

to our experiences!

Don’t blindly assume your biases are 
appropriate for your clients!



Expand the spectrum of your 
experiences to include the 

needs of your clients!

It’s rarely about adding fancy new 
exercises… It’s about mastering the 

nuances that influence the 
Exercise Experience!



Characteristics of Beginners

►Emotional characteristics

►Embarrassed?

►Environmental comfort zone?

►Fearful?

►Physical characteristics

►Deconditioned

►Strength, endurance, etc.?

►Tissue tolerance?

►Joint / NM integrity? (M.A.T)



Exploring the Mind 

of the Beginner



The Mind of the Beginner

►Goals: Short term vs. long term

►Participation for life

►…5 years ago

►When maintenance is progress…

►Avoidance vs. Achievement?

►Motivation vs. Commitment!

►What happens when motivation fades?



“It’s not about motivation!

Motivation is temporary.

It’s about COMMITMENT!”
-Craig Harper



Goals vs. Expectations

►Goals = lose weight, etc. 

►Expectations = Wants to lose weight in 

specific places, etc.? 

But what about Expectations of US?

►What should a trainer be like?

►What should a session be like?

►How long?

►How challenging or easy?



Expectations of the Process

►What should an exercise be like?

►How much mental and physical effort is 
required?

►Can she talk on the phone during a set?

►How much understanding / retention is 

required?

►Is it supposed to be painful?

►Conditioned expectations / deterrents



Conditioned Expectations
Influenced by:

► TV?

►News sound bites?

► “Reality shows”?

► Govt. or expert (MD, etc.) recommendations?

► Us? (tradition?)

► Boot camps?

► Extremes!

► We have a system set up to be disliked and 
eventually fail… the client!!!!

► Do we make it worse with our unsubstantiated 
traditional biases?



“It is historical continuity that 
maintains most assumptions, 

not repeated assessment 

of their validity.”
-Edward de Bono



Expectations of Themselves

►How much is required outside of the training 

session?

►Is the 3 hours of exercise expected to counter 

the other 165 hours of the week? 

►Or are the other 165 spent furthering the goal 
also?

►Client expects to take no responsibility

►Blamer / victim?



Expectations of Professionalism

► He/she expects to be in charge of the session, each 
exercise, etc.?
► If so they haven’t hired you for any specific 

expertise or knowledge, just to be a tour guide and 
count.

►The industry has perpetuated this by not offering 
professionalism.
►Our information

►Our presentation

NOTE: Not all of these expectations are necessarily 
known in the beginning. May not be evident until 
they are confronted by what they don’t want!



Tendencies & Attitudes

► Is she happy with other service providers?

► Is she happy with anything in her life?

► If not, how will she be happy with you? 

►Are you the exception?

►Guaranteed bad word of mouth?

So it is entirely possible, and maybe probable 
that you could meet her goals and lose her as 
a client by not meeting her expectations 
(known or unknown).



Exploring the Body 

of the Beginner



The Body of the Beginner

• Current status = Homeostasis

Most one can do

= current max 

output/exertion

Least one can do

= zero activity

H

Typical activity level…

what one is 
“accustomed” to doing!

??? ?

• Manipulating homeostasis



How much is enough?

In the beginning consider…

“The least amount of 

unaccustomed activity!”
(stimulation, challenge, experience, etc.)



MicroProgression®

►A strategic series of the smallest imaginable

(reasonable) steps from the accustomed to 

unaccustomed…

► The easiest from which to recover…

►Virtually imperceptible as increased challenge

►Constantly asking “Is there anything before 
this?”



MicroProgression®



MicroProgression®

► The difference between

►Callus and blister

►Ligament strength and laxity/rupture

►Bone density and stress fracture

►…seems to occur virtually without notice.

► Keys:

►Amount of stress

►Duration

►Frequency – recovery response time

►Increments of progression

►Environment – biochemical support



“…it’s the small shifts 
that occur out of sight 

below a mountain of snow 
that result in an 

avalanche.”
-David Hawkins, MD, PhD



How much is enough?

“I can get anybody in shape in 30 days.”
-a clueless trainer

“You’ve got to shock the body!” [?]
-they

“You have to tear down muscle 

and then build it up.” [?]
-they



How much is enough?

►Without a doubt the catalyst for change is 

variation from the norm, whether it be more 

challenge or less.

►But the idea that one has to beat up one’s 

tissues and physiological/neurological 

processes must be brought into question. 



• How can two workouts cause renal failure?



“You can only progress 

as fast as the 

slowest component!”



MicroProgression®

►Allow for improvement in both tissue integrity

and motor control. 

►Are the “first changes all neuro…” as had been 

thought?

►Keep in mind the different rates of adaptation for 

connective tissue and contractile tissue.



Considering All of the Factors

► Much more than just adding weight, sets, or reps! 

► Strategic progression of any single aspect of an 

exercise that is providing a challenge or stimulus for 
change. 

► Dozens of variables or factors occurring within any 

single exercise that influence numerous aspects of 
adaptation. 

► Not just about the size of the increment, but also the 
number of variables that are manipulated at one time. 



Our Challenge…

►Of all the limitations that exist in the 
manipulation of the variables of exercise the 
most severe is the lack of understanding and 
even the complete lack of awareness of the 
virtually countless minute variables that 
exist within any and every exercise and their 
degree of impact and importance!

Nothing should be automatic!!!

Take nothing for granted!

Constantly rethink everything!



Factors to Progress

► Information and instruction dissemination 

►Assessment

► Intention: Control

► Functional Exercise Continuum®

►Motion Continuums

►ROM 

►Altering the available ROM and “today’s 

settings”?

►AROM+R and the Strength-Resistance 

Relationship



Factors Continued:

– Positions 

– Support / Restraint Continuums

• Surface Continuum

– Resistance Torque

• Direction, Placement, & Magnitude

• Load vs. “Overload”

– Time (reps, sets, rest, duration, frequency?) 

– Effort / Exertion and Fatigue

– And any / everything else!!!

All are goal and current-ability dependent!



“If CONTROL is still 
a challenge, 

adding another form of 
challenge is 

inappropriate!”



Manipulating Multiple Factors

Once the variables are distinguished and one specific aspect 
is chosen for progression. There are several 
considerations:

• Can this factor be manipulated alone?

• Will other factors automatically be affected?

– Inherently sacrificed? E.g. Load for lack of support?

– Inherently increased? E.g. in some cases ROM and MA

• Has a level been achieved that allows for multiple factors 
to be progressed?

• But…



“To progress in one area 
you may have to 

temporarily regress
in others.”

-John Blievernicht, CKT



Progression of MicroProgression®

• MicroProgression® is most important when 

starting exercise, returning to exercise, during 

rehab, and when systemic inflammation is a 

concern (or until it has been ruled out). 

• The point in progression when increments of 

some factors can be less “micro”?



Progression of MicroProgression®

►With adaptation comes greater opportunity in 

the form of “progressive increment tolerance”.

► The size of the steps may increase with 

progress.

►Change from “the smallest single increment 

you can think of”

► To “the most factors and largest increments 

that the individual can tolerate well today.”



Progression of MicroProgression®

Curve represents progress in a specific activity continued 
from inception to complete loss of ability to be physically 
active. Inception can be at any age.

A B C D E



When Maintenance IS Progress

• Progress can be made regardless of starting age.

• However, at some point there will be inherent 

limitations to continued progress.

– Inappropriate or suboptimal stimulation or support?

– Genetics?

– Strength vs. endurance?



When Does Progression Start?

• After the work begins?

• Long after the assessment?

• This must change!

• Considerations must start before any force or 

motion related assessment begins!

• When was MProg most important?



“An assessment 

should never exceed 

the current ability!”



Assessments

►Most traditional assessments violate the rules 

of progression

►Box step

►Strength

►Posture?

►What does it tell us?

►How does it make them feel?

► Joint / NM integrity?

►Assessment progression?



AROM and Proportions

►Exercise Specific AROM!

►Vs. all planes without specificity

►Skeletal proportions

►Influences

►Changes e.g. puberty



So How Much / Many?

►How many days per week?

►How many sets?

►How much weight?

►How many minutes on the treadmill?

►How much effort / exertion?

► “That’s too easy.” vs. “It’s too hard.”



►MicroProgression doesn’t mean “always 

wimpy”! 

► It simply means that…

You’ve got to 

earn the right
to do more, go faster, etc.           

And control is the key!



Progression and Teaching

►Amount of info offered

► Think science but speak “client”

►Can be the key to frustration vs. success 

►e.g. balance board?

►By the way…

►Balance can be improved by more than 
balancing!!!

►The best exercise for today may look 
nothing like the goal!



See from the clients eyes!

►What are you paid for?

►Did they buy an hour from you? 

►How many actual minutes of your attention

did they pay for?

►How many times/sessions do they ask 

themselves why they are paying you to talk 
to someone else or look somewhere else?



See from the clients eyes!

►Customer service & professionalism

►100% undivided attention

►Appropriate conversation

►With them

►With others in the proximity

►Privacy and confidentiality

►Professional detachment 

►Personality?



Nothing should be automatic! 
Take nothing for granted!

Constantly rethink EVERYTHING!



“It’s what we learn after we 
know it all that counts!”

- John Wooden




